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Changes

• My ‘favorites’
– Ubiquitous sensors
– Commodification of data
– Big Data

• These change (maybe not) everything
– But certainly a lot

• Force protection and OPSEC
• Force projection



Ubiquitous Sensors

• 20 years ago (1992) vs. today
– Overhead imagery
– Relationships data
– Street view

• Embedded and wearable computers
• Increasingly networked “phones”

– Enabled by the cloud













Commodification of Data

• Data is now a commodity
– Raw data

• search terms, likes, friends, networks
– Interpreted data

• Fused data, sentiment analysis

• Data collection and analysis distributed
– Crowd sourcing for both
– Beowulf clusters -- poor man’s HPC









Examples of Software

• Weka
– Open source machine learning software
– Includes text analysis tools

• Pearl Trees
– Collaborative fusion platform

• Twitter
– Real time sensing and reporting



High Performance Computing

• Beowulf clusters
– Uses ordinary boxes hooked together
– Parallel processing over Linux
– Game changer for cost and access

How to build an ultra cheap beowulf cluster

Hi there. This is a bit of documentation on how to put together a very
low cost and extremely compact beowulf cluster. We needed a beast like
that for one of our internal pet research projects, so we decided to see
how cheap and how compact we could make the thing.The total material
bill came to $US 4150, for that you get a 10 node 600 MHz PIII 128 MB
ram per node cluster. (Prices April 2000).

http://www.clustercompute.com/





Big Data

• Enormous strides being made
– Storage:  10 Exabyte currently on offer

• http://www.cleversafe.com/news-reviews/press-
releases/153-cleversafe-announces-10-
exabyte-storage-system-configuration

– Processing:
• Algorithms pushed by logistics and finance
• Fusion of multiple types of data

– Audio, video, textual, structured, unstructured



Trends

• Segmentation of computing aspects
– Some at the front end, some in the cloud,

some at the user portal
• Innovation in linking data to individuals

– And vice versa…
• And, of course, even more ubiquity



Social and Massive

• Social
– Facebook, Twitter, etc
– Predictive apps, like Ness

• Massive
– World of Warcraft
– Second Life

Data collection
and sensing

Strategy/tactics
development;
Source recruitment



Implications

• Death of privacy for individuals
– But also for official secrets
– And relationships between individuals

• Detection of hidden networks
• Cyber Political Units?

• Ability to project ‘force’ in unique ways
– Virtual projection
– Meme attacks

• A lot needs to change
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